We show that every extended Schottky group G which uniformizes a compact Riemann surface S is a geometric limit of Schottky groups G" which also uniformize S . That is, every element g EG is the limit of elements gn € G" .
Preliminaries
Throughout, T will denote a torsion-free Fuchsian group acting on the upper half plane U and covering a compact surface U/T. We denote the space of holomorphic quadratic differentials (defined on U) for T by 772(r) and equip 772(r) with the norm \\cp\\ = supzfE(/{|«p(z)|(2Imz)2}.
For every cp £ B2(T) there exists a meromorphic local homeomorphism f? = /, where /: U -> C and S(f) = cp ; here S(f) is the Schwarzian derivative of / given by The function / determines a homomorphism x<? '■ r -► PSL(2, C) with the defining property /o y(z) = >fp(y) ° f(z) for all y e T, z £ U .
The pair (f, x<p) is called a projective structure on C7/r. In general, we will require that / be normalized by the conditions /(/') = 0, /'(/') = 1, /"(/') = 0. With this normalization, there is a one-to-one correspondence between projective structures on U/T and elements of B2(Y) (see [5, 7] for details). We will restrict our attention in this paper to the subset C2(r) c 772(r) defined by C2(F) = {cp £ B2(T): f is a covering map}.
It was shown by Kra-Maskit [7] that C2(IT) is a closed and bounded subset of 772(T). We note that, for cp £ C2(Y), x</>(T) is a Kleinian group with f(U) an invariant component (see [5] ).
Uniformizations of Schottky type
By a quadrilateral Q in the extended complex plane C, we will mean a Jordan curve Q c C on which four distinct vertices have been chosen so as to yield opposite pairs of sides a, a' and b, b'. Let a, p £ PSL(2, C) be parabolic transformations with a common fixed point contained in one of the complementary components of Q and suppose that a and /? identify opposite sides of Q so that J = (a, fi) is a rank 2 parabolic group. We will say that J is a parabolic group associated to Q.
Let Qx, ... ,QP, Cp+X, ... , Cp+q, C'p+l, ... , C'p+q be a collection of mutually disjoint Jordan curves in C that bound a connected set F. Suppose Qi, i = 1, ... , p, are quadrilaterals with opposite pairs of sides a,, a'i and b{, b\ and associated parabolic groups V, = (a,, Bt), which have their fixed points in the interior of Qi (that component not intersecting F). Let a,(bj) = b\, &(*,) = «,.
Furthermore, suppose y;, j = p + 1, ... , p + q, are loxodromic transformations which map the interior of Cj onto the exterior of Cj. Denote by G the free product Jx x • • • x Jp x (yp+x) x • • • x (yp+q). We will say that G is a group of Schottky type if p + q > 1 . A group of Schottky type is an extended Schottky group if p > 0; it is a Schottky group if p = 0. (We note that this terminology is not standard.) It is well known that G is a Kleinian group with a connected region of discontinuity Q(G).
The compact surface Q(G)/G has genus p + q and the natural projection n : Q(G) -► Cl(G)/G is an unbranched covering map. The images n(a{) and n(bi) correspond to simple closed curves which are homologically independent; n(ai) goes around the /'th hole, and n(bi) goes around the /'th handle. n(Cj) is a simple closed curve which goes around the j'th hole. In order to prove the theorem we will use a preliminary construction and four lemmas. Let (h, x) De a projective structure on U/T, where I" is the Fuchsian model of an extended Schottky group *(r). The structure (//, x) will remain fixed from now on. As described in §2, we have associated to x(f) quadrilaterals Qi c C and Jordan curves Cj, Cj, i = 1,... ,p, j = p + 1, ... , p + q . (We will avail ourselves of all the notation established in §2.) Let z0 £ il(x(T))/x(T) = S and choose simple loops At, 77, £ nx(S, z0) = nx(S) homologous to n(at) and n(bj), respectively. Choose Aj £ nx(S) to be a simple loop homologous to n(Cj). It is well known (see, e.g., Hejhal [2] ) that we may choose simple loops 77; £ nx (S) so that {At, 77,; Aj, Bj} is a canonical set of generators for nx(S). That is, njL, M;. B{\ Ujtp+ x [Aj ,Bj] = id. (Here, [A, B] denotes the commutator ABA~XB~X.)
Identifying nx(S) with T so that we have x(^t) = ott,x(Bi) = /?,•, and X(Bj) = yj, we also have from uniformization theory (see [8] ) ker* = ((AiBiA~xB~l; Aj)) -N. Here, and elsewhere, ((•)) denotes the normal subgroup of T generated by the given arguments.
We now construct a sequence of projective structures on U/T. Observe that, for each n > 0, {AjB? , 77,■; Aj, Bj} is a canonical set of generators for Y. Let 7V" = ((AjB"; Aj)). It is a classical result (see [2] ) that 7Y" determines a projective structure (fn,Xn) on U/T, with /" normalized, where G" = Xn(f) -r/7Y" is a Schottky group. The region of discontinuity of G" is fn(U) and Xn(Bj), Xn(Bj) are free generators for G" . Moreover, fn(U)/G" -U/T, T is the Fuchsian model of Gn, and ker Xn = Nn. We note that the groups 7V" are distinct. This last assertion is easily verified by passing to 7V", the projection of 7V"" in homology, and noting that the groups Nn are distinct. It follows that the structures (/" , Xn) are distinct (see [2, 8] ). Now S(f") £ C2(T), and, applying the results of [7] , we choose a subsequence (fn, Xn) and a projective structure (f,x*) on T such that S(fn) -» S(f). It follows that fn -* f uniformly on compact subsets of U, and Xn -> X* algebraically. Note that / is normalized and S(f) £ C2(T). Our objective is to show that ker#* = ker# (Lemma 4).
It is a consequence of a result of Jorgensen-Klein [4] (see also, Jorgensen [3] or Kra [6] ) that the map 6n '. X*(T) -* Xn(f) which sends x*(y) t0 Xn(y), y £ r, is a homomorphism for almost all n . Thus, Xn = d" o x*, and one has (3.1) ker** c ker*".
Although we will not need the full strength of the next lemma, we include it for clarity. Lemma 1. For a fixed /', i -I, ... , p, /*(v4,), x*(B,) are parabolic and generate a rank 2 parabolic group. Proof. For simplicity, we drop the subscript /. For each n, xn(AB") = id and Xn(A) = Xn(B~"). Since Xn{A) -X*(A), it follows that Xn(B~") -x*(A) ■ In particular, Xn(B~") converges.
Since Xn(B) ^ id for all n and Xn(T) is a free group, we have that Xn(Bm) î d for all m ■£ 0. Thus, applying (3.1), x*(Bm) ¥" id and X*(B) is neither elliptic nor trivial. Similarly, since Xn(A) = Xn(B~") ^ id, (3.1) yields that X*(A) is neither trivial nor elliptic.
Hence, x*(B) is either loxodromic or parabolic. Suppose it is loxodromic. Letting Xn,X £ C , with \k"\, \X\ > 1 , be the multipliers of Xn(B) and X*(B), respectively, it follows easily that \X"\ -> |A|; but, since Xn(B~") converges, we also have that \Xn\n converges. This contradiction establishes that X*(B) is parabolic. Since the fixed points of Xn(B~") coincide with the fixed points of Xn(B), they must also converge to the fixed point of x*(B) ■ Hence, \imXn(B~") = X*(A) is parabolic and x*(A), X*(B) nave a common fixed point.
To prove that x*(A), X*(B) generate a rank 2 parabolic group, it suffices to show that X*(AS) ^ x*(B') for all integers s, t # 0. Now, for fixed s, t ^ 0, t = -*ns is satisfied by at most one value of n. Hence, for almost all n, Xn(AsB~') = ^(77-^77-') # id. Applying (3.1), we have that x*(AsB~l) ^ id, and the lemma follows.
Given r a fixed integer, r = 1, ... , p + q , the nontrivial words w(Ar, Br) £ T in the generators Ar, Br may be written as Proof. Dropping the subscript /', we write w = rjJUi AmkBmk as in (3.2). The proof is by induction on s. First, consider the induced map 9 : T -» T/K, and note that 8(A), 6(B) commute. Since T/K has a representation as a discrete, torsion-free subgroup of PSL(2, C) (see [8] ), we have that all powers of 6(A), 6(B) commute. Hence, AmB"A-mB-" £ K for all integers m, n.
It follows that the lemma is true for 5 = 1, 2.
We assume the lemma holds for all k < s with 5 > 2. After conjugating by B"> (that is, taking B"swB~"s) and reindexing, we assume ns = 0. Case 1. mx # 0. Since 5 > 2, we write w = AmiB"'Am2B"2--Am°. Thus, w = B">wxAm*+n,iB"i---Am*, where wx = B~"'Am'B"'A~mi , wx £ K, and B-"*wBni = wxw2, where w2 = Am'+mB"2 ■ ■ Am°Bn>. Now, |kj2| = s -1 and Lemmas 2 and 3, we have that for each m at least one of the integers mi or m2 is not 0. Since Xn(Akm) = Xn(B^) for km = 1, ... , p and Xn(Akm) = id for km = p+\,...,p + q,we obtain from (3.5) that (3-6) Xn(w) = II Xn( V™).
m=l But -nmi + m2 = 0 for at most one value of n . Hence, (3.6) implies that, for almost all n , Xn(w) # id (recall that km ± km+i, m < r). Applying (3.1), one has that x*(w) ¥" id. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4. It is easy to show that the Kleinian group X*(f) nas a connected region of discontinuity (see [7, 8] for a proof). Moreover, it is known that, for groups with a connected region of discontinuity, the conformal structure of the quotient surface plus the kernel of the homomorphism determine the homomorphism up to conjugation in PSL(2, C) whenever the kernel is nontrivial (see [7, 8] ). Hence, since the kernels of the two homomorphisms agree and /, f9 are normalized, x* -Xq> ■ It follows from the theory of projective structures that S(f) = cp (see [5] ). Now assume that Y is not the Fuchsian equivalent of X9&) • In this situation, there exist a finitely generated Fuchsian group F with Y c F and a projective structure (fv , x) on U/F, where *|r = x<p, X(F) = X<p{^) > and F is the Fuchsian equivalent of x(F) (see [7] ). As before, choose <pn £ C2(F) with ffn -> ff, x<pn -» X-Let x'v" = X9n\Y■ Now (ft",x'9") is a projective structure on Y, and x'<p"{^) > being a finitely generated subgroup of a Schottky group, is a Schottky group. Since x'9" -> X\Y = Xy>. the differentials cp" (note that cp" £ C2(Y), also) have the required properties.
Schottky structures in genus 1
We consider now a compact Riemann surface T of genus 1. It is conformally equivalent to C/G, where G is a rank two parabolic group with generators A(z) = z + 1 , B(z) = z + co, and co £ C has positive imaginary part.
In this situation, a projective structure (/, x) consists of a holomorphic local homeomorphism / : C -> C and a homomorphism x '■ G -> A(2, C), where f°y -Xi?) ° f ■ Here, A(2, C) is the affine group consisting of all elements of PSL(2, C) fixing 00 .
Following Gunning [1] , f"/f = 2nic for some constant c £ C, and the projective structures on T can be parametrized by C. For c = 0, we will normalize so that fo(z) -z and Xo is the identity homomorphism. If c ^ 0, f(z) = ae2nicz + b where a / 0, and we precompose / by an affine transformation so that f(z) = e2nicz and Xc(A)(z) = e2nicz, Xc(B)(z) = e2nicwz.
(Note that all structures are given by covering maps.)
One sees easily that, for n > 0, cn = \/(co -n) satisfies le2""7"! / 1 , with
Thus, Xc"(G) = (Xc"(A), Xc"(B)) is a purely loxodromic, discontinuous group generated by Xc"(A). Moreover, (C -{0})/*Cn(C7) = T. Extending the definition of §2, we will say that *C"(C7) is a Schottky group. Note that c" -► 0, but Xc" does not converge algebraically to xo ■ In order to obtain algebraic convergence, we renormalize in the following manner: Define fi" £ A(2,C) as Bn(z) = z+b" , where b" = ne~2nil{w-n)/2ni. Now, consider the structures (g",Xn), where g" = 0n°fc", Xn = Pn°Xcn°Kx ■ Then Xn(A)(z) = e2n'l^-n)z -bn(e2n,/{0J-n) -1) and Xn(B)(z) = e2ninH(°-n)z -bn(e2mnl{w-"] -1).
It is straightforward to verify that Xn(A)(z) -> z + 1 and that Xn(B)(z) -> z + co. Observe that g"(z) = e2nizl{w-n) + ne-2*il((°-n)/2ni diverges.
In general, for an arbitrary sequence (hCk, Xck) with ck -» 0, one cannot expect hCk to converge to a covering map. Note that, necessarily, hCk(z) = ake2ntCkZ + bk and e2niCkZ converges to a constant map.
Nonetheless, we have proven the following analogue to Theorem 1: Theorem 2. Let G be a rank 2 parabolic group acting on C. Let (f0, xo) be the identity structure on C/G; that is, fo(z) = z and xo is the identity homomorphism. Then there exists a sequence of projective structures (f", /") on C/G, where Xn(G) is a Schottky group and Xn converges algebraically to Xo-
